The General Managers Program (GMP) is a transformational learning experience for elite hotel general managers and their immediate successors. GMP elevates decision-makers with the power of strategic thinking through a rigorous face-to-face experience with renowned faculty and industry peers on the campus of the world’s leading school for hospitality management.
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“Fantastic experience with fellow GMs from 21 countries. Great learning and development opportunities allowing me to reflect on myself as a leader and take on an operational manager to a strategic leader.”

**LEARN MORE**

**SHA.CORNELL.EDU/GMP**

**COMMITMENT & FEE**
The 10-day program includes instructional materials, most meals, and first-year dues for affiliate membership in the Cornell Hotel Society, an alumni organization with a global membership of more than 13,000.

US$ 13,490

**CORPORATE & VOLUME PRICING**
Connect with the Office of Executive Education at exec_ed_hotel@cornell.edu or +1 607 255 4919 for more information.

**APPLY**

SHADCORNELL.EDU/EXECED/GMPPAPPLY
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“The program is exceptional and inspirational. Through course instructors, our daily jobs in hospitality are dissected, broken down, and a clear path for positive, progressive change is revealed. I share this experience with other global hospitality execs who I now consider to be close friends. This combination of comradery and learning is truly unique.”
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FANTASTIC EXPERIENCE WITH FELLOW GMs FROM 21 COUNTRIES. GREAT LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOLLOWING A MOMENTUM SET ON MYSELF AS A LEADER AND TAKING ME FROM AN OPERATIONAL MANAGER TO A STRATEGIC LEADER. “
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AND DEVELOPMENT
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FOLLOWING A
MOMENTUM SET
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FROM AN OPERATIONAL
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Unlike other executive programs that focus on cross-industry general management and leadership skill development, GMP is designed for hospitality-management professionals. The curriculum is specialized to address specific and real-time issues pertinent to hoteliers.

GMP is highly regarded as the hospitality industry’s elite career-advancement program for full-service hotel general managers and their immediate successors. Sessions are instructed by faculty from the Cornell School of Hotel Administration (SHA), the world’s leading hospitality-management school. The program is offered twice annually on Cornell University’s campus, in picturesque Ithaca, NY, U.S.A.

The GENERAL MANAGERS PROGRAM (GMP) is a 10-day transformational learning experience that will provide you with an in-depth perspective on complex issues facing the hospitality sector now and into the future. Through our experiential learning approach, you’ll collaborate closely with world-class Cornell faculty, as well as with your industry peers, to learn and apply new concepts and strategies to guide your organization over the long term. During this program you will develop a personalized action plan that will form the framework of how you tackle some of your most pressing business issues.

As an experienced hospitality professional, you know that the hospitality industry is constantly evolving. To be successful, you must lead your team with purpose, embrace the industry’s evolutionary path, and seek opportunities to keep your organization at the forefront.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

YOU SHOULD
Bring an understanding of the current challenges your properties face
Be eager to consider new approaches and gain new insights

YOU WILL
Network and share best practices among peers
Solve challenges amidst the best and brightest in the industry
Expand knowledge across areas of strategic marketing and leadership, brand value, financial management, and more

YOU CAN
Create added value by applying new management and strategic-thinking approaches to their business
Identify and act on evolving trends and market demands
Stay connected to a global network of international hospitality peers
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